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The Effect of Victorian
Circulating Libraries on the
Conventions of Society
Kaitlyn Marie Clary

Abstract
As an era that is oftentimes categorized as one of the most prudish in British history, it is
commonplace to see the Victorian Period as a time that imposed strict moral codes onto people
of all classes, genders, and ages. Although the 18th century proved to be quite lenient with the
manner in which social behavior was controlled, the 19th century proved to be an era of tension
between the social order and individual desire, particularly for the middle and upper classes.
With the aid of the Industrial Revolution, many governments found it essential to utilize the
newly innovated printing press as a means to present “correct” moral behavior as well as to
dismiss those who went against the social norm. Authors such as George Moore and Oscar Wilde,
though, saw publication as a means to share their art and to respectively explore the concepts
of French Naturalism and Aestheticism; however, booksellers and circulating libraries avoided
Naturalist and Aesthetic novels such as Moore’s and Wilde’s because of the way their works
justify immoral sexualities. These justifications were believed to have the power to dismantle a
society heavily built on the strict gender norms of the Angel in the House and the Gentleman of
the middle and upper classes. The suggestion that people did not have to adhere to these roles,
engaging in roles of the New Woman and the Dandy instead, made the bourgeois class nervous.
Without gender roles, the patriarchal society that benefited from the submission of the sexual
would struggle to justify their expectations of men and women of all class structures. Although
the publishing industry allowed the spread of acceptable behaviors in a more efficient manner,
literature that threatened the social order had to be controlled with outright censorship. There
is a tendency to see Victorian Literature as prudish because of the important influence of gender
roles, but people of this time equally engaged in the discussion of sexuality. As such, the
bourgeois class was appropriately worried about the changes in ideology about morality and
sexuality.
Keywords: Victorian, censorship, dandy, gentleman, new woman, angel of the house, Oscar
Wilde, George Moore, The Picture of Dorian Gray, A Mummer's Wife, circulating libraries, Irish
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The Effect of Victorian
Circulating Libraries on the
Conventions of Society
Introduction: The Interdependence of
Publication, Circulation, and Society
As one of the most contested
genres of the Victorian era, novels
struggled to maintain a definite definition
that the majority of people could agree
upon. While many focused on the novel’s
“claim to intellectual and imaginative
profundity” and “the aesthetic principle of
its form,” the primary focus that made the
publication of novels such a difficult
process was deciphering “its moral
function in society” (Graham 1). At the end
of the 19th century, the majority of the
reading public subscribed to circulating
libraries for their reading material rather
than buying books or periodicals outright.
This, in turn, allowed circulating libraries
to acquire a position of power; if authors
wanted their books and periodical works
in the circulating libraries, they would
have to abide by their rules. From every
point of view, there was at least one part of
the process that was being conducted in
such a way that impeded on someone’s
right to artistic freedom, to produce
1

The idea of “correct” moral behavior is constructed
around a general consensus of the particular society’s
expectations around a person’s wants and desires. It
is important to remember that the terms “correct” and
“moral” are based on an individual’s understanding
of right and wrong. Allen, for instance, explains that
society’s commentary on the importance of morality
is regulated through “an insistence on self-control,
including, particularly for women, an insistence on
modesty and chastity, on sexual self-regulation” (49).
Because of this, the idea of “correct morality” within

content that would prove popular and
profitable, or to read what they considered
to be morally correct content.1 Each group
—authors,
publishers,
circulating
libraries, and the reading public— were
entitled to some sort of benefit of this
process, and yet, the tension between the
author and the circulating libraries
revealed that the overwhelming power the
libraries maintained over the other groups
enforced a standard of publishing that
artists found biased and highly subjective.
Although many critics were
stubborn with their opinions on how the
publishing industry should operate, many
submitted to the very process they fought
with. The great economic success of
circulating libraries contributed to the
many authors and publishing houses who
willingly submitted to the moral standards
that Mudie’s Select Library and others
required. Mudie’s Select Library, for
instance, earned “more than ￡40,000 a
year in subscriptions” at the time of
Charles Mudie’s death in 1890, a modern
equivalent
of
￡5,173,833.46
or
$6,041,067.90 (Flint 17). Despite laws
such as the Act of Queen Anne of 1710,2
many authors sold their own literary
property rights out of desperation for
money or ignorance of the publishing
the context of the Victorian period is shaped around
how well a person adheres to societal expectations
relating to chastity, marriage, and gender roles.
2
The Act of Queen Anne in 1710 relates specifically
to authors having actual literary property rights to the
works they created, even if the works were initially
signed away for a certain amount of time; with power
resting more with the author than the publisher, the
author would eventually have their copyrights
returned to them once the second fourteen term of
copyright with the publisher ended (Bracha 1438).
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industry (Eliot 55). In short, authors who
wrote for economic gain rather than for
the sake of art found it necessary to
conform to the moral obligations of
circulating libraries rather than their own.
Publishers, whose main goal was to create
a profit, had no choice but to also abide by
these moral requirements as well, which
further insinuates that circulating libraries
were the primary leaders of the publishing
industry.
Nevertheless, the system of
writing, publishing, and distribution of a
piece of literature became an integral part
of the maintenance and implementation of
social behavior. Influenced by the 1870
Education Act3, publication became a
prominent means of education as well as
entertainment; in fact, literacy among men
and women rose to more than 95% by the
1900s (Eliot 15). The basic business model
of supply and demand further encouraged
authors, publishers, and circulating
librarians to provide the public with
material that appealed to them. Although
librarians such as Mudie insisted that all
literature should be inherently moral, the
production of yellowbacks4 such as those
seen within George Routledge’s ‘Railway
Library’ proved to be immensely
profitable among working class citizens. A
few popular writers of yellowbacks
included Mrs. Pender Cudlip (1838-1918),
whose romantic writings made their way

into Chapman & Hall’s “Select Library of
Fiction,” as well as Henrietta Keddie
(1827-1914), who wrote yellowbacks
focused on domestic life in rural Scotland
and nonfiction for educational purposes
(“Authors”). The majority of works
featured by Mudie, were aimed at the
wealthier middle-class individuals, but
Routledge’s library provided a “flexible
vehicle [which was] both economically
and culturally” appropriate for its
working-class audience (Eliot 51). Even so,
more profitable libraries such as Mudie’s
Select Library seemed to encourage more
affluent patrons to engage in morally
focused literature that encouraged some
lower-class individuals to procure
moralistic dispositions as well. Although
they did not have the financial means to
subscribe to circulating libraries, the
yellowbacks would also engage in moral
discourse that could also be seen as a
positive, as well a negative, influence on
the reader’s behavior similar to that of the
novels of the upper class.
While the control of the publishing
industry was held by the circulating
libraries, the various impacts that authors,
publishing houses, and the public had on
print media was a joint effort. Publishers
needed circulating libraries to approve of
the authors’ works they printed, which
impacted the manner in which many
authors wrote from the beginning. Since

3

flexible type of literature that was primarily featured
in locations such as George Routledge’s ‘Railway
Library’. This type of writing was, for the most part,
directed towards working-class individuals who
could not afford to purchase subscriptions to
circulating libraries or more expensive books directed
towards the upper class (Eliot 51).

The 1870 Education Act refers to the first piece of
legislation to specifically address education in
Britain. This act focused on establish a system of
‘school boards’ to maintain the schools in the area
they resided. (“The 1870 Education Act”).
4
Yellowbacks, also known as yellowbooks, were
considered to be an economically and culturally
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all three of these groups were intent on
profiting from this business, they needed
to also appeal to the general reading
public. Instead of appealing to all, many
circulating libraries found wealthy
patrons to be their target audience since
they held the most subscriptions.
Additionally, the upper-class patrons were
more likely to be concerned about their
appearance, which primarily revolved
around
‘cultural
capital.’
French
Sociologist Pierre Bourdieu (1930-2002)
refers to cultural capital as the idea that
educated middle- and upper-class
individuals needed to display their “views
about culture” in order to “demonstrate
one’s status in society” (Flint 28). As a
result, many librarians found it necessary
to push moral works onto the lower
classes by having such works modeled by
the more affluent classes; if one wanted to
achieve such successes as their superiors,
they had to read and act in the same moral
ways.
Overall, the function of the
publishing
industry
within
the
maintenance of society could be described
as a “Circle of Influence” (see Figure 1).
While it appears that the circulating
libraries began this inquisition of morality,
it led other groups within the process to
follow suit in order to have some sort of
extrinsic and/or intrinsic gain. Publishers
and authors had to abide by the rules of
the circulating libraries; if an “immoral
book” made it through, the public urged
the circulating libraries to have it removed
from circulation entirely. As such, the
public was directly feeding into the moral
propaganda that the circulating libraries

were producing because it was seen as the
entertainment of the upper class. Once the
cycle was completed, it was inevitable for
these same actions to repeatedly force
publishers and authors into submission to
the point that any immoral book would not
see the light of day without punishment.
As a means to further expand upon the

The Circle of Influence
Circulating
Libraries

Publisher
s

Public/Reader
s
Authors

Figure 1. “The Circle of Influence”

impact that circulating libraries had on
authors, I analyze case studies of authors
George Moore (1852-1933) and Oscar
Wilde (1854-1900) after the discussions
on the historical context of the Victorian
publishing industry and literary study and
criticism of the novel and periodicals.
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The Historical Context of the Victorian
Publishing Industry
In order to understand why
publishing houses were so concerned
about the supposed morality of a text, it is
important to recognize the historical
context of the latter half of the 19th
century. Although not everything that
occurred in the grand scheme of the
Victorian publishing industry affected
opinion on the morality of literature, the
culmination of these historical details
prompted certain reactions and behaviors
that will be discussed later on. For the
most part, the rise of the Industrial
Revolution in the late 18th and early 19th
centuries gave capitalism the means to be
more efficient and assertive in Britain’s
patriarchal society. Transitioning into a
period of improved manufacturing, the
sexual freedoms that were once seen had
to be controlled in some way in order to
coincide with the development of
capitalism. As French philosopher and
writer Michel Foucault (1926-1984) notes
within The History of Sexuality, “A
principle explanation emerges after the
fact: if sex is so rigorously repressed, this
is because it is incompatible with a general
and intensive work imperative” (5-6). In
general, Michel Foucault is implying that
the repression of the discussion of sex
relies on the fact that it actively weakens
the basic outline of the workforce, such as
women maintaining domestic work and
men working in more physically
demanding jobs. Although the correlation
between the rise of capitalism and the
censorship of sexuality seems distant, the
role of gender within the domestic and

social spheres in the Victorian Era were
pertinent to the function of the patriarchal
society. The homosocial environments of
the Angel in the House and the Gentleman
guaranteed a workforce that would benefit
the bourgeoisie on an economic level; men
would be held financially responsible for
their wives and children, further implying
the importance of a steady income that
would benefit the upper class and their
financial goals. Contrary to his statement,
though, Foucault personally argued that
sex in the Victorian era was something that
was controlled rather than repressed.
“Individuals internalize the norms laid
down by the sciences of sexuality and
monitor themselves in an effort to
conform to these norms. Thus, they are
controlled
not
only
as objects of
disciplines but also as self-scrutinizing and
self-forming subjects”
(Gutting
and
Oksala). While the term repression would
imply a recognition of the sexual and the
conscious act of pushing sexual feelings
away, control would imply a recognition of
the sexual that results in containing an
individual’s sexual feelings. When
analyzing the influence of circulating
libraries on the publication process of the
1800s, it is important to recognize the
difference between repression and control
in order to understand the manner in
which society responded to those
considered to be outsiders.
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Civilized and Uncivilized Behavior
Founded on the idea of culture5,
Victorians found that the epitome of their
own
image
depended
on
their
understanding and implementation of
right and wrong. Similar to many past and
current civilizations, the 19th century was
heavily influenced by the “context in which
such institutions, events, and behaviors
can be understood” (Allen 8). For the
Victorian era, the institution of the
patriarchy approved only the events and
behaviors that reinforced what was
viewed as a cultured civilization. As such,
the definition of right and wrong was
based on a society that relied on
dichotomous thinking in order to better
enforce social expectations; there were
men and women, the rich and poor, and
the civilized and the uncivilized.6 With
only two options, each seen as their own
extreme, Victorians had to closely monitor
their own behaviors in order to play what
was deemed their proper roles. Because of
this, the term “culture” used in the context
of the Victorian era should be understood
as a system meant to further regulate
behavior based on a person’s value and
role within society.

5

Culture within Victorian society was primarily
constructed based on a system of oppression, whether
of people within the society itself or those considered
outside of civilization. Many critics of the political
uses of grammar in the Victorian era “[suggest that]
the ways in which the principles of binarism and
taxonomy were used by white middle-class Victorian
men [were meant] to construct and define the
inferiority and alterity of women, people of color,
and the working class” (Allen 31).
6
Within the framework of Victorian society, the
terms “civilized” and “uncivilized” are constructed

Although civilized and uncivilized
hold their obvious denotative meanings,
the underlying understanding of these
concepts were morphed by the
hierarchical understanding of Victorian
society.
The
dichotomized
conceptualization of daily life led many
Victorians to see the idea of culture as
synonymous with civilization, “both terms
implying a universal process of human
development and the achieved state of
social life that was the result of that
process” (Allen 9). Not only did the
Victorians find a way to dichotomize their
own society, but their very idea of thinking
forced others to become inherently
uncivilized in their eyes. Explorer and
novelist W. Winwood Reade (1838-1875),
for instance, saw the “spiritual love that is
the province of the cultivated” to be
inherently superior to the African woman,
“the pretty savage [who] can offer only the
pleasures of sex and sensuality” (qtd. in
Allen 13). Reade’s understanding of
sexuality, founded on the concept of
imperialism, fed into the idea that a
cultured society or civilization required
regulation of basic human behavior in
order to be morally proper. Reade’s
connection
“between
uncontrolled
based on the 1800s understanding of imperialism and
cultural representation. For the Victorians, “civilized”
referred to individuals capable of self-control and
higher thinking, while “uncivilized” referred to
people incapable of preventing themselves from
acting on primitive desires such as the sexual. As
Allen describes,
the Victorian distinction between ‘culture’ and
‘nature’ is defined, in the social realm, as the
difference between an idea of the ‘biological,’ seen as
the facts of the body or the natural world, and notions
of ‘polite’ or ‘refined’ behavior” (Allen 65).
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sexuality and an ‘uncivilized condition’
suggests that [...] the opposition of the
cultural and the natural is displaced” onto
two different sets of people, those
considered civilized and those considered
uncivilized (Allen 12). The civilized, in this
way, was attributed to those who could
control their impulses and desires for the
benefit of the patriarchal settings of the
19th century.
Since civilizations were only
formed by those with the cognitive ability
to restrain themselves for the benefit of
their communities, those who chose to
give in to their natural desires were to be
publicly and legally persecuted for
betraying their fellow citizens. As a
“serious function of reproduction” rather
than desire, sex —and therefore gender—
became one of the most defining
differences between the civilized and
uncivilized (Foucault 3). Victorian
behavior was the epitome of human
superiority, for it was a symbol of how
mankind could master his own natural
instincts in order to benefit his fellow man.
Despite the fact that nature
precedes civilization, it became something
that was used to further explain the
superiority of denying natural desires. Not
only was the dichotomy between the
civilized and the savage made evident in
Victorian society, but it was further
divided “by class and rank, between city
and
country,
between
different
subcultures” in order to further regulate
behavior (Clark 5). Moral panics,
especially those in relation to sexual
boundaries, became erratic when social
crises were blamed on the socially deviant,

whose crossing of certain social
boundaries were seen as a destabilizing
force against the social order (Clark 10). In
1885, for example, “journalist W. T. Stead
[(1849-1912)] created a moral panic
about ‘The Maiden Tribute of Modern
Babylon.’ In his paper, the Pall Mall
Gazette, he alleged that he had been able to
purchase a 14-year-old virgin for ten
pounds in a London slum” (Clark 146). As
will be referenced later on, Stead’s
behavior made the public concerned not
only about underage girls forced into
sexual situations but about women and the
sexual in general. Rather than identifying
the issue of prostituting underage girls, the
public put the blame on the young girls
and women who were being sexually
abused by their purchasers. As such, moral
panics helped conceal the instability of
Victorian society and the issue behind its
dichotomized structure. As a manmade
construct, society was and still is an
unstable structure; everyone knows
something of natural desire but not all
abide by the rules of man.
Contrary to the contradictory
condition of the civilized and uncivilized
dichotomy, the need for control amongst
the ruling class is necessary for the success
of the Industrial Revolution. By assigning
strict roles and rules, the bourgeoisie can
rely on the lower classes to provide the
workforce for their own capitalistic gains.
As further explained by Allen, “the
construction of binary oppositions as the
relation between a superior term and an
inferior one is predicated on and
legitimates a structure of domination”
(30). The “us” versus “them” mentality,
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therefore, does not refer to the dichotomy
between the civilized and the uncivilized
but rather those who engage in social and
sexual deviancy and those who wish to
benefit from the oppression of such acts.
Many Victorians were led to believe that
the repression of sexual desire allowed a
person to focus more on creating a better
community for themselves by maintaining
a work imperative. By abiding by
behaviors that were considered civilized
and avoiding others deemed uncivilized,
citizens were guaranteed a consistent way
of life that would otherwise be chaotic
without mutual understanding and
submission.
These
same
sexual
regulations also denied the individual the
right to live the lifestyle of their choosing.
People who made their own decisions
worked against the very order of their
community.
The Angel in the House and the New Woman
The imperative of working for
one’s community is built upon the idea of a
society with clearly defined rules in order
to systematically assign expectations of
behavior for each gender. By having
people strictly adhere to certain
behaviors, there is little to no chance that
a transgression will shake the foundations
7

Although a member of the Romantic period, Jane
Austen’s position on happiness within the domestic
sphere expresses the expectations that were held
before the beginning of the Victorian period and
continued as the prominent discourse until the late
1900s. As a writer who “engaged in the parody of
existing literary forms, notably the genres of the
sentimental novel and sentimental comedy,” Austen
herself was aware of the tensions developed from

of the patriarchal society at hand.
Victorians, in this way, had two categories
that they sorted themselves into: the Angel
in the House and the Gentleman. Although
these categories do not observe the
differing positions of the working class, it
continued to show the extent to which
gender roles were dictated. As a type of
model for the lower classes, the middle
and upper classes fulfilled the roles of the
Angel in the House or the Gentleman to
further present their civilized, and
superior, manners.
The Angel in the House, in its own
name, represents the importance of an
innocent female being connected to the
overall function of her home. Separated
from the social sphere of the Gentleman,
women were to be able to maintain the
traditional domestic duties of a wife and a
mother in order to please their husbands.
Armstrong reflects on Jane Austen’s7
(1775-1817) traditional, yet critical, point
of view on the role of gender, noting that
“Austen focused on the interlocking
qualities of masculinity and femininity
required to produce a household
promising ‘happiness’” within her own
works (171). Similar to the terminology of
‘civilized’ and ‘uncivilized,’ there is this
question of what Austen determines as
‘happiness.’ In one instance, ‘happiness’
society’s expectations of gender roles, particularly in
reference to marriage (Southam). The endings of all
of her novels, though, see marriage as the answer to
female stubbornness, immaturity, or ignorance. As
Southam explains, “[h]er repeated fable of a young
woman’s voyage to self-discovery on the passage
through love to marriage focuses upon easily
recognizable aspects of life” that appeals to her own
understanding of the importance of marriage within
society.
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refers to the actual emotion of satisfaction,
particularly of one’s situation and ability
to feel good about oneself based on the
benefits of both masculine and feminine
contributions. More importantly, though,
the focus was not on an individual’s
personal appeasement of their situation,
but rather whether or not the proper
actions were conducted and that the
husband felt fulfilled at home. In a sense,
‘happiness’ was seen by the Victorians as
whether or not they abided by the social
expectations of gender.
Austen’s words are important to
consider when looking at what made the
role of the Angel in the House so essential
to the functioning of Victorian society. For
instance, many historians agree that “[a]
good nineteenth-century housewife was a
dedicated
and
hardworking
micromanager,” looking after the care and
education of her children in addition to
making sure that the cooking and cleaning
were completed properly (Oneill 220).
Additionally, despite their restriction to
the home, wives played the important role
of being at their husband’s “side at parties,
well turned out and charming, to show
prospective business and social contacts
that he was a man of good taste and
comfortable means” (Oneill 223). Overall,
the ideal and morally correct woman was
the one who made their husband
comfortable at home and socialized in a
way to elevate the family’s —specifically
the husband’s—standing in society.

The late Victorian Woman Question
emphasized the Angel in the House and the
New Woman8, two stereotypical types of
women of the Victorian era. While the
Angel in the House represented the proper
type of woman, the New Woman was
oftentimes seen “as a symptom of [the]
degeneration” of societal —and therefore
gender— expectations (Armstrong 187).
By defying their domestic roles, the New
Woman was seen as “a radical figure
defying gender inequality, women’s
negligible role in public life and
patriarchal politics as well as masculine
scientific discourse on female sexuality”
(Kavak 1037). Not only were these women
abandoning their roles as mothers and
wives, but they were also infiltrating the
social sphere that was specifically
reserved for men. Women with this type of
agency were to be dismissed as frivolous
based on the idea that they were to be the
reason behind the failure of society; no
longer supporting their husbands and
children, the patriarchal world they lived
in would suffer because a woman desired
something for herself.

8

and Oscar Wilde’s The Picture of Dorian Gray were
prior to Grand’s, it shows that behaviors and views
deemed as immoral were beginning to reach a climax
by the end of the century.

The term “New Woman” did not officially appear
until Sara Grand’s 1894 publication of “The New
Aspect of the Woman Question.” Although the
publication of George Moore’s A Mummer’s Wife
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As a rebuttal, various media
publications worked to create propaganda
that would reiterate the importance of
being an Angel in the House. As noted by
Kavak, Punch was one of many publishers
to satirically address the idea of the New
Woman
with
images
depicting
“contemptuous
caricatures
and
[condemning]
the
lifestyles
and
personalities of these women and their
presence in the public life” (1038). Images
such as cartoonist Bernard Partridge’s
(1861-1945) [Jessie’s Bicycle Suit] assume
that women do not have the true
capabilities to be in a “man’s world” and
are, in a sense, utilizing this cause as a new
fashion trend (See Figure 2). Rather than
seeing women as assuming the good
qualities of a man, the upper-middle
classes saw this as debauchery; social
transition based on gender meant a
transformation that would destabilize the
patriarchal workforce that has been
established for the purpose of profit rather
than ethical or moral reasons. In order to
combat this, women were mocked and
considered too unintelligent to be capable
of the same things as their fathers,
husbands, and brothers. Not only did
gender threaten the social order, but it
restricted the very people trying to be
their individual selves.
Although women who emulated or
challenged the stereotypical figures of the
Angel in the House and the New Woman
most certainly existed, the frequency in
which the press discussed these figures
recognizes the critical level of importance
gender played in society. The idolization of
submissive housewives versus the active

criticism of women with independent
agency portrays a perspective that
believes in a traditional family unit where
a woman’s work is done for the benefit of
her husband rather than herself. In
addition to satiric periodicals such as
Punch, of which “made the New Woman a
figure of fun, presenting her as an

Figure 2. Partridge, Bernard. [Jessie’s Bicycle
Suit], 1895.

embittered,
over-educated
spinster
perpetually stuck on the shelf,” novelists
such as Mrs. Humphry Ward (1851-1920)
were also “passionately against female
emancipation and the threat it posed to
the status quo of marriage and
motherhood” (Buzwell). The active
discourse over the appropriate role of
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women regularly made its appearance in
media as writers responded to one
another both directly and indirectly. While
Ward was a novelist who spoke against the
emancipation of women, other novelists
such as George Gissing (1857-1903)
created novels that celebrated the New
Woman to come and exposed the faults of
the Angel in the House (i.e. The Odd
Women). Overall, the Woman Question
that dominated a large portion of the
media in the form of novels and
periodicals were most certainly based on
genuine domestic concerns over the place
of women in society. Feeding off this
discourse, the media was able to create
articles, short stories, and even novels that
made this domestic concern part of the
dominant discourse about the question of
gender roles and norms.
The Gentleman and the Dandy
With the taxonomies of the
Victorian period requiring a duality of
good and evil, the female gender was
designated the “wrong” gender in
comparison to the male gender. While
masculinity demoralized women because
of their natural sex, men were
demoralized by assuming feminine
characteristics or behaviors. Although the
term “Dandy” is in reference to “a loss of
balance between the dual imperatives of
leisure and work incumbent upon
Victorian gentlemen” (Dellamora 199), the
term became “intimately associated with
dissident
sexual
acts”
such
as
homosexuality by the 1890s (Burdett). A
lifestyle of leisure and consumption

“effeminated” a man, influencing him to be
“‘[made] into a woman,’ or topically,

Figure 3. Sambourne, Edward. Punch’s
Fancy Portraits No. 37, 1881.

[made] feminine’” (Wolfston 31). Although
women in the domestic sphere were not
necessarily lazy because of their work
taking place in the home, the feminization
of the Gentleman focused more on vanity,
pleasure, and emotion. Women, as
previously mentioned with Pritchard’s
satirical drawing, were seen as vain
creatures that were hyper-focused on
fashion and appearances. This type of
public shaming was also attributed to the
Dandy, such as with Edward Sambourne’s
(1844-1910) depiction of Oscar Wilde as a
sunflower, a flower that had become
synonymous with a decadent lifestyle (See
Figure 3). While men were also expected to
be presentable, the limit laid in terms of
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the gender construct; one should take care
of their image but not so much as to
become obsessed with it.
As can be seen throughout the
overall gender dynamic of the Victorian
period, the strict labels that were enforced
upon men and women were specific and
narrow. As implicated by the necessities of
bourgeois society, the Gentleman was the
image of a man who was powerful and
successful within his career, an image that
“was based historically in the values of the
landed
gentry”
(Dellamora
197).
Additionally, a Gentleman needed to be of
high taste and values, showing a level of
intellect that empowered his position
amongst his colleagues. In general, this is
where the distinction between the
Gentleman and the Dandy became
complicated: a man needed to be welleducated and cultured but not totally
obsessed with menial things such as
fashion, appearance, or emotions. By
abandoning the focus of class, hard work,
and honor —qualities necessary to
support a family—, a man was engaging in
“what might be called ‘gentricide,’ or the
murder of the figure of the gentleman who
sanctified property” (Armstrong 187).
While women should remain feminine
because of their sex assigned at birth, men
should refrain from femininity because it
was demeaning to their role as the
dominating forces of society. In a sense,
masculine women were seen as
unbecoming and feminine men were seen
as a weakness in the power of the
patriarchal society of the 19th century.
With the restriction of men and
women to their specific realms, the

individual spheres themselves began to
reflect homosocial relationships that
further regulated gender roles and
relations. In order to gauge the border
between homosocial and homosexual
relationships, Sedgwick has pointed out
that the word homosocial is complicated
in the context of Victorian society since “it
is a neologism, obviously formed by
analogy with ‘homosexual’ (Sedgwick 1).
By bearing the prefix of ‘homo-,’ the
parallelism of these words implies that
there is a thin border between the social
and the sexual; with both contexts
including a homogenous group of people,
it suggests that one has the potential to
occur in the other. In order to combat this,
homophobia becomes a “necessary
consequence
of
such
patriarchal
institutions as heterosexual marriage”
(Sedgwick 3). The function of homophobia
isn’t necessarily a result of dedicated
morality but rather a means to regulate
the gender roles that the patriarchal
society relies on to function effectively.
Although morality and its implications in
religion are most certainly elements of
homophobia—for it is the primary
reasoning that people use when
addressing the prudery of the 19th
century—, the purpose of homophobia is
to make sure that the “economic and
political structures remain unchanged”
(Sedgwick 4). By encouraging people to
engage in hateful behavior and discourse
towards
those
suspected
of
homosexuality, society is protecting itself
from relationships that do not coincide
with gender rules and expectations seen in
heterosexual
relationships.
The
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instigation of hate guarantees citizens
actively policing their communities and
maintaining their appropriate gender
roles.
An interesting element of this
situation, though, resides in the treatment
of sexually dissident behaviors of
homosexual women versus homosexual
men. Twilight moments —“sexual acts and
relationships which take place without
ever being acknowledged or named” —
between women were largely ignored in
comparison
to
male-male
sexual
relationships (Clark 7). One potential
answer to this topic is that woman’s
inferior positions permitted homosexual
acts to occur while man’s superior roles
demonstrated a breakdown of masculinity
and power, which further implies that the
social borders of the patriarchal society
were not as permanent as implied by the
gender dichotomy. In 1882, for example,
Police Commissioner Carlier “warned that
homosexuality endangered the national
health, for it was vice that ‘degenerates
vigorous natures, effeminizes them, … they
lose sentiments most noble of patriotism
and family, [and] become useless to
society’” (Clark 144). Carlier’s comment on
homosexuality implies that the primary
threat lies in masculine homosexuality
rather than in feminine homosexuality, for
their roles are far more significant than
those of the domestic sphere. While the
control of women was more of an extra

step in maintaining behavior, the role of
men was far more impactful due to their
prominent role in society and politics.
Similar to the media’s portrayal of
the New Woman, the Dandy was openly
mocked due to its close association with
the sexual dissidence of homosexuality.
The mid-century definition of decadence
focused on a type of “sensual beauty” that
many critics saw as “over-luxurious and
sophisticated,” a new and beautiful and
interesting disease’” that negatively
affected
the
rational
nature
of
upperclassmen (Burdett). Decadence, and
therefore the Dandy, became an example
of what the Gentleman should hope to
never become. Not only did decadence
encourage a lavish sophistication that
demeaned the Gentleman’s position of
power, but its association with sexual
dissidence weakened the idea of the
civilized man being able to control his
natural impulses and desires. The open
mockery of the Dandy within the media
encouraged the homophobia necessary to
regulate sexual behaviors, further
condemning the homosexual acts that
would
weaken
the
patriarchal
construction of society.

9

type of venereal disease were forcibly admitted to
hospitals for up to nine months, further contributing
to the image of the prostitute as a social outcast. The
primary purpose in regulating this type of sexual
behavior revolved around the idea of maintaining a
healthy military as well as an empire (Walker).

The 1864 Contagious Diseases Act was one of
several acts utilized to regulate the spread of venereal
diseases among the military through the registration
and medical inspection of women suspected of being
prostitutes. Women who were diagnosed with any

Hypocrisy of Morality and Class Divisions
Governmental regulation of sexual
commerce through the 1864 Contagious
Diseases Act9 became the primary means
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to restrict illicit activities such as
prostitution and sodomy. Although these
immoral activities — casual sexual
relations and homosexuality — were
deeply frowned upon, the authorities
realized that there was money to be made
by discriminating against the lower
classes. Female prostitutes, as well as
women only suspected of prostitution,
were forced to be registered as prostitutes
and be subjected to medical exams in
order to prevent them from “[infecting]
respectable men with the pox, who then
spread it to their wives” (Clark 130).
Additionally, by subjecting only the
prostitutes to such examinations, “male
customers could continue to transmit the
disease to their wives and other women”
(Clark 130). From this type of regulation,
the issue was not the idea of sex but rather
that the lower classes were tainting the
more respectable classes through the
noticeable spread of venereal diseases. In
many ways, the problem with the situation
was not necessarily the spread of diseases
but the underlying idea that classes could
intersect since sexual desire was
something that all members of society
experienced. As such, the regulation of
immoral sexual acts was meant to stabilize
gender and class relations rather than
keeping Victorian society pure.
Although the presence of a moral
double standard was observed by many
Victorians, it did not prevent such
hypocrisy from occurring. As Clark notes,
“By the 1880s, reforms began to attack the
hypocrisy that allowed middle-class men
to indulge in prostitutes while keeping
middle-class women and girls ignorant of

sex” (130). Female abolitionists such as
Josephine Butler actively (1828-1906)
“claimed the problem was not female
immorality, but male lust and an
overweening state. They defended
prostitutes as their outcast sisters and
regarded them as individuals who had a
right to the integrity of their own bodies.
But they also were condescending to the
prostitutes and tried to control them”
(Clark 145). Despite admitting that both
men and women were capable of lust and
should
hold
themselves
morally
accountable, Butler’s suggestions for
reform only continued to punish women
based on the behavior of men. The
inherent need to control sexual behavior
of women rather than men only further
dictates the attitude that a man’s
reputation is much more valuable than a
woman’s. As referenced in a previous
section, the view of women as inferior
upholds the gender hierarchy that is
prevalent throughout the Victorian era.
While it was observed by individuals such
as Butler that men were capable of acting
immorally, the public did not want to
recognize their moral faults. If the
degeneration of a man’s reputation was
announced to the public, it would serve as
evidence that men were not the superior
sex and that the patriarchal foundation of
their society was problematic.
“[J]ournalists
exposed
sexual
exploitation and stirred up moral panics”
that blamed members of the lower class
despite members of the upper class
benefitting socially and financially from
anonymity (Clark 142). With the variety of
scandal pertaining to child prostitution
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and human trafficking of women
becoming evident in the media, the
creation of the Criminal Law Amendment
Act of 188510 sought to prevent the leaders
of such activities from preying on young
children unable to make their own
decisions. Despite this particular act
extending “protection to adolescent girls
by raising the age of sexual consent for
females from thirteen to sixteen, the
legislation also extended public control
over adult female prostitutes” and those
convicted for homosexuality (Dellamora
199). While it would be assumed that
these laws would apply to all levels of
class, “Ellmann points out that those in
court were not only males but likewise
hypocrites” (Dellamora 208). The 1890
Cleveland Street Scandal11, for instance,
involving boy prostitutes and members of
the aristocracy, resulted in members of the
court giving Lord Somerset a warning to
leave before they could arrest him for his
illicit deeds. Although news sources most
certainly informed readers of daily events,
the publication of scandals such as this
were
more
concerned
with
sensationalizing crime rather than
recognizing the double standard of men
and women. While women were being

stripped down, evaluated, and forcibly
sent away for their behavior, men were
being given the opportunity to run off and
avoid the consequences for the very same
behavior that women were being
punished for. This type of moral double
standard only reinforced the fear of
immoral sexual relations, creating a
community of people that would actively
police each other in fear of being immoral
themselves.

10

11

The Criminal Law Amendment Act of 1885 was
brought into law after W. T. Stead exposed the
prostitution of young girls by purchasing one himself
and explaining the process within a series of articles
called “The Maiden Tribute to Modern Babylon.”
This early form of investigative journalism led to the
Criminal Law Amendment Act of 1885, which raised
the age of consent to protect minors from sexual
encounters (Tucker et al.). After the introduction of
the Labouchère Amendment of 1885, sexual acts
between men were made a felony until 1967
(Dellamora 152).

Literary Study and Criticism of the
Novel and Periodicals
In order to understand why the Victorian
era experienced a surge of readers and
how
that
impacted
the
overall
understanding of morality, it is important
to recognize the variety of improvements
that were made to printing machinery
such as the printing press. At the turn of
the century, Lord Stanhope introduced a
cast iron printing press that made printing
more efficient by reducing the force
necessary for production as well as
doubling the printing area (Meggs 130133). While this particular product
revolutionized the speed of production,
the innovation of the printing press only
continued. Throughout the first twenty
The 1890 Cleveland Street Scandal centered
around a fifteen-year-old messenger boy named
Charles Swinscow who was observed by Luke
Hanks, the Post Office constable, as having a large
amount of money. The constable discovered that
Swinscow had been selling sexual services to upperclass gentlemen such as Lord Arthur Somerset, an
equerry to the Prince of Wales, who lived at 19
Cleveland Street. Due to his close connections to the
Prince, the prime minister Lord Salisbury alerted
Somerset to his inevitable arrest, allowing him to flee
before the issue of an arrest warrant (Dellamora 206).
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years of the nineteenth century, German
printer Friedrich Koenig produced four
separate editions of his steam-powered
press. By 1818, the Koenig press was
producing five times the number of pages
per hour as the Stanhope press (Meggs
130-133). As inventors continued to
innovate the printing press — producing
up to 90,000 four page sheets per hour by
1891 (Peck, et al. 168) —, all members of
Victorian society began to realize the
power of print media, especially those who
were part of or had connections to the
bourgeois class.
The most powerful impact of print
media was that of influence, something
that forces someone to take a suggestion
and dissect it with their own perspectives
and opinions, oftentimes subconsciously.
For both the educated and uneducated
classes, the substance of print media
brought forth discussions that many
readily consumed due to overall interest in
rapidly developing fields such as
philosophy and science. “But,” Houghton
notes, “to discuss was to question, and to
question, in an age when traditional
thought was being challenged by new
ideas
and
traditional
institutions
transformed, was to threaten the very
convictions and social foundations on
which life had been built” (4). Although the
joint effort of the Industrial Revolution

and the 1832 Reform Bill12 generated a
new population of readers, the authorities
and other members of the upper class
became concerned with the power of print
media; rather than submitting to the
changing times, these individuals decided
to utilize periodicals as well as novels as a
means to further their political agenda of
suppressing non-traditional ideals. While
periodicals demonstrated the reality of the
situation in a skewed light, novels served
as examples of how non-traditional values
tainted the reader and society.

12

numerous so-called “rotten boroughs,” which were
virtually uninhabited rural districts, and from “pocket
boroughs,” where a single powerful landowner or
peer could almost completely control the voting.” In
general, this bill focused on transferring voting
privileges from rich landowners of smaller areas to
that of the less-wealthy people of heavily-populated
cities. (“Reform Bill”).

The 1832 Reform Bill, the first of several Reform
Bills, came to fruition when the inequalities of
representation between “traditionally enfranchised
rural areas and the rapidly growing cities of newly
industrial England” became more apparent due.
Large industrial areas were typically
underrepresented in comparison to the parliamentary
members who “continued to be returned from

Periodicals and Reality vs. Naturalism
Although
frequently
overshadowed by the Victorian novel,
periodicals served as a primary form of
entertainment and news throughout the
19th century. The anonymity of many
periodical writers and editors led to the
idea that periodicals were truthful, serving
as the “legitimate mouthpiece” and
“spokesmen of [...] aesthetic tastes” for
politics and public life (Woolford 114). By
maintaining anonymous personas, many
members of the public as well as the
printing industry saw periodicals as
honest spokespersons for the general
public because their opinions could not be
influenced based on concerns over public
image or retaliation for their personal
beliefs. A person could honestly evaluate
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or criticize politics, art, and public life
without being subjected to retaliation or
abuse of their own character; anonymity
allowed virtually no direct consequences.
By seemingly speaking for ‘the People,’ an
anonymous writer or editor “immediately
secures [...] a position in the poet’s art by
constituting him its mediatory expositor”
(Woolford 128). To preserve culture, the
anonymous critic interprets the work’s
more elusive and figurative elements, ones
which a typical reader may not
understand. One example can be seen in an
anonymous review published in the St.
James’s Gazette about Oscar Wilde’s The
Picture of Dorian Gray (1890):
‘Not being curious in ordure, and not
wishing to offend the nostrils of decent
persons, we do not propose to analyze The
Picture of Dorian Gray. [...] Whether the
Treasury of the Vigilance Society will
think it worth while to prosecute Mr.
Oscar Wilde or Messrs. Ward, Lock &
Co., we do not know. [...] The puzzle is
that a young man of decent parts, who
enjoyed (when he was at Oxford) the
opportunity
of
associating
with
gentleman, should put his name (such as
it is) to so stupid and vulgar a piece of
work’ (Wilde and Frankel “General” 6).
As can be deciphered from reviews such as
this, anonymous reviewers are allotted a
13

Jack the Ripper was an unidentified serial killer
who murdered a minimum of five women within the
Whitechapel District of London’s east end between
August and November 1888. Each murder victim was
found with their throats cuts and their bodies heavily
mutilated, particularly in areas associated with
femininity such as the breasts and genitals. Jack the
Ripper has become the inspiration for a number of
literary works, such as Marie Adelaide Lowndes’

greater sense of freedom when it comes to
reviewing literary work. All reviewers are
welcome to provide criticism that either
heightens or diminishes the writing in
question, but anonymous reviewers can
make harsher critiques that many known
critics would refrain from in fear of
backlash from readers.
Despite being deemed a reliable
source, the periodical was not something
that abstained from engaging in the
sensational to increase readership and,
therefore,
profit.
As
should
be
remembered, the primary goal of nearly all
businesses is to produce some sort of
economic gain; the publication of the
periodical was no different. As something
that “became an increasingly central
element in the representation of everyday
reality” that aided in the creation of “a
community,
or
communities
of
information,” journalism found the most
engaging topics to be timeless themes of
“rape, assault, arson, and theft” as well as
“bureaucracy, pagentray, sex, and violence
(Kent 4-5). With the sensationalism of
crime, the discussion of the differences
between reality and realism became the
center of attention. From the case of Jack
the Ripper13 in 1888 to the 1888 and 1889
prosecutions of French bookseller Henry
Vizetelly14, the reality of crime being part
horror novel The Lodger (1913) and Alfred
Hitchcock’s film entitled The Lodger: A Story of the
London Fog (1927) (Jenkins).
14
Henry Vizetelly was charged with obscenity after
publishing English translations of Emile Zola’s
works in 1888 and again in1889. The Vizetelly case
became prominent in the news since it followed
closely behind other charges of obscenity attributed
to bookseller Victor Hubert in 1886 and preceded
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of everyday life scared citizens as much as
it fascinated them. Journalism not only
provided them with the thrills of real life,
but it also provided readers with the
comfort knowing that, realistically, the
“boundaries of probability” appeared to
protect “the matters of everyday life”
(Kent 5). Essentially, sensationalized
stories of violence and crime were limited
to their chances of occurring in such a way
to actually affect, or even impede on, the
average way of life.
Whether Victorian readers read for
entertainment or information, the matter
in which such material was portrayed had
a big influence on how people viewed daily
life. As North describes, “[t]he diversity of
opinions [within periodicals] of the editors
and their contributors provides the
breadth of perspective that often crucially
affects our understanding of events (17).
With periodicals containing information
that was considered to be, in some cases,
“otherwise unobtainable,” people readily
read even the most suspect of journals and
periodicals (Shattock 87). Not only did
periodicals provide a community of
information that allowed the discussion of
great issues such as the definition and
management of poverty, particularly in
relation to the Victorian Poor Laws15, but
it also served as a platform to encourage
“new codes [in order to] regulate
behavior” while also “making a public

statement about the social status politics,
religion and interests of the reader” (Kent
4-5). The enforcement of the 1815 Stamp
Act, at least until 1855, only further
accentuated the successful spread of
information from periodicals. Although
stamps may have slowed down the rate of
information due to their high prices, a
newspaper with a paid stamp “could be
sent free through the mail, not just once
but for as long as the paper survived,”
allowing “a great distribution and
redistribution of newspapers through the
mail” (Eliot 47). In more ways than one,
the publication of the periodical was a
malleable tool for authorities and
members of the upper-class community to
promote certain feelings and emotions,
which was only further aided through the
speed of the printing press and the
redistribution of newspapers provided by
the 1815 Stamp Act. The success of
periodicals and newspapers is seen
through the sheer number of titles that
were published, amounting to an
estimated “73,000 publications, 68,000
personal names, 6,300 issuing bodies,
2,400 publishing towns, 23,000 title pages,
2,000 subjects” from 1800 to 1900
(Gloria). As such, the periodical became
one of the most influential pieces of print
media of the Victorian era.

Celine Subtil in 1890. Each of these individuals were
legally charged due to their involvement in the
selling and distribution of French novels (Colligan
217).
15
Victorian Poor Laws were first introduced in 1833
to address the working conditions of the middle and

working classes. Passing in 1834, inspectors were
hired to inspect and supervise the work of local
officials. Each workhouse had its own board of
members that sought to monitor regulations and
treatment of workers. Financial aid was only to be
given to those who were sick, elderly, or not ablebodied (“Poor Law Reform”).
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Novels and Aestheticism
With the predominance of the
reality vs. realism discussion within
periodicals, it is not a surprise to see this
topic become the basic foundation of the
controversy of aesthetics that bled into the
analysis around novels. In a general sense,
Aestheticism was a movement that
“insisted on the separation of art from
morality, maintaining that art need not be
moral to have value” and “that art is the
supreme human endeavor”(Murfin and
Ray 5). Contrary to this mindset, critics
found that, in addition to a piece’s “moral
utility,” “aesthetic matters were also
important in determining the status of
fiction” (Graham 9-11). Not only does the
terminology of aesthetics refer to the
actual construction of novels (which never
truly reached a consensus), but it also
refers to how genuine reality should be
presented based on the idea of “L’art pour
l’art,” otherwise known as “art for art’s
sake” (Murfin and Ray 5). Although George
Moore’s A Mummer’s Wife (1885) was not
necessarily disapproved of by the
Athenaeum or the Spectator for being
immoral, it was criticized “for being
realistic to the point to an unpleasant and
boring degree” (Graham 30). As Graham
further explains, “The widespread demand
that art should be pleasing before it is
realistic can also be traced with regard to
two distinct conventions in the novel: the
‘agreeable’ character’ and the happy
ending” (30). Novels were, therefore,
considered appropriate as long as they
abided by a moral utility in addition to
restraining the reality of the world as to

not present the ugly truth of the world
around them.
As aforementioned, another issue
that rose from the development of the
novel was the concern of how the novel
may positively or negatively affect the
moral status of readers. In some cases,
patrons believe that “[n]ovels could
certainly provide guidance, wisdom,
consolation, and patterns to follow” in
addition to encouraging “forms of
identification which are empowering,
especially to women” (Flint 25-26). While
this was positive for some, many saw this
realization of feminine independence to be
jarring and upsetting to the social
structure of society. The social upheavals
of the 1840s, in this way, “prompted
increasing attention to a world beyond
domestic life, as well as new images of
domesticity [...] as a focal point of broader
social struggle rather than a refuge from
it” (Adams 63). The issue of novels and the
aesthetics of realism, therefore, became
problematic due to how the term
“[r]ealistic’ could thus connote ‘coarse,’
but it also carried the important burden of
‘plausible” (qtd. in Adams 64). The more
conservative citizens were fine with
immoral content if it was made to teach
moral lessons, but they were also
concerned with how the realistic elements
of novels could also remind readers that
these same immoral acts had the potential
to occur in mundane life as well.
In a sense, the sensational nature of the
majority of novels represented a type of
escapism that people utilized in order to
separate themselves from the issues of
everyday life. In the case of 1860s
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sensation fiction, many were afraid “[t]hat
a novel might lead a woman to become
dissatisfied with her mundane domestic
duties” (Flint 23). The discussion of the
Woman Question, the New Woman, and
novels revolving around the situation of
the New Woman only exaggerated the fear
over the impact of sensational fiction,
especially when the very behaviors being
described were the same ones applied to
the New Woman. While people with this
point of view argued that novels were
inherently corrosive to a person’s moral
obligations, others such as Daniel Deronda
anticipated “a readership sophisticated
enough to recognize, and enjoy, the
slippage between fictional conventions
and their own lives” (Flint 26). Both those
in support of novels and those who
questioned its underlying purpose
recognized the amount of influence that
any form of print media could have on a
reader, but only some were able to
recognize that a single novel could totally
disrupt every single person’s moral
sentiments. Even so, individuals such as
Robert Louis Stevenson saw novels as a
type of positive “transformative power”
that aided “in the opportunity for the
assertion of selfhood” that “was a
vicarious means of inhabiting other lives,
and, potentially, changing one’s own”
(Flint 31). Overall, the complex view on
the purpose of and implications of novels
influenced whether or not publishers and
circulating libraries allowed certain pieces
to be published or sold, which was directly
linked to their own personal beliefs and
need to produce a profit. Although not all
members of this industry were bent on

producing and selling only morally correct
books, the strict beliefs of these
individuals brought forth a discussion on
the extent to which books should be
controlled. Not only did people question
the limitations of the moral influence of
certain publishing houses and circulating
libraries, but they wondered whether or
not publishing houses or circulating
libraries had enough power to dictate such
staunch rules and expectations despite the
changing world around them.
Case Study of George Moore
Shortly after the publication of his
novel A Modern Lover (1883), George
Moore was deeply criticized for the lack of
morality displayed within his writing.
Described as a naturalist piece about a
young artist named Lewis Seymour, the
point of concern within A Modern Lover
revolved around Seymour’s “liaison with a
woman of quality” that, despite being seen
as “tame and discreet,” resulted in Moore
becoming blacklisted by circulating
libraries such as Mudie’s Select Library
(Frierson 46-47). As an author who was
deeply involved with French values and
styles of writing, Moore sought to
“[cultivate] and [transmit] the idea of
‘telling the truth’” contrary to the
consequence of “the exposure of
unflattering realities that exist behind the
usual curtain of false pieties” that
surpassed the description of the domestic
seen in realism (Chaikin 21-22). In many
ways, the influence of French literature
deeply affected the manner in which
Moore wrote, especially in terms of
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emotions and morality. Throughout his
experience as an author, Moore has been
identified as an individual dedicated to
“telling the truth about experience instead
of merely devising an agreeable story”
with a type of “imaginative freedom” that
went against the negative opinions of the
circulating libraries and the upper-class
(Hough 24). Although much of the material
that was considered immoral within
Moore’s work was implied rather than
explicit, a look into his works aids in
discovering how much of an influence the
publishing industry had on an author’s
literary works.
George Moore and Publication
In 1885, two years after the
publication of A Modern Lover, Moore
released A Mummer’s Wife. Due to the
backlash he received from the previous
novel, Moore took additional steps to
make sure that his literary work would be
released to the reading public in a manner
that he knew would benefit him most as an
artist. First, “Moore persuaded Vizetelly &
Co., translator and publisher of Émile
Zola’s16 novels, to engage in racket-busting
by issuing [...] A Mummer’s Wife, in one
volume” instead of three (Frierson 47).
The
three-volume
preference
of
circulating libraries such as Mudie’s Select
Library allowed them to increase their
profits by lending a single story in three
16

Émile Zola (1840-1902) was a French naturalist
best known for writing works that showed “his
forthright portrayal of social injustice, his staunch
defence of the downtrodden, and his unwavering
belief in the betterment of the human condition
through individual and collective action” (Berg).

volumes. Publishers actively worked to
produce works that circulating libraries
would be guaranteed to purchase, which
encouraged them to directly serve the
interests of popular circulating libraries.
The long printing process allowed
publishers to stretch the novels out and,
therefore, “[squeeze] every ounce of profit
out of the expensive forms before moving
downmarket” (Eliot 53). Unfortunately for
circulating libraries and publishing
houses, “the reprint gap between first
edition and first cheap edition narrowed”
by the 1890s “and the price at which these
first reprints were being offered fell” (Eliot
53). Since the circulating libraries
prevented Moore’s art from being
available to the public, Moore made sure
that he would prevent these very libraries
from profiting off of him or, at the very
least, make them play by his rules.
Although his tactics limited his
profits, Moore’s affluence allowed him to
sacrifice money for the sake of exacting
some sort of revenge on Mudie’s Select
Library for having his previous novel
blacklisted at nearly all libraries and
bookstores. As a man of Irish heritage,
Moore’s position as an outsider most likely
fueled his desire to prove himself within
the British publishing industry. Another
tactic that Moore used involved lowering
the price of his novel in order to garner a
larger audience. While the majority of

Zola’s critical view of the French government within
his writing and adulterous behavior sparked criticism
that led to many circulating libraries to persecute
publishers and booksellers who distributed his
novels, such as Henry Vizetelly in 1888 and 1889
(Colligan 217).
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publishers sold a three-volume novel at
thirty-one shillings and sixpence, Moore
had Vizetelly & Co. sell the single volume
of A Mummer’s Wife for only six shillings in
order to appeal to “a buyer’s market rather
than a borrower’s market” (Eliot 37-40).
With the book market relying heavily on
literature being purchased by circulating
libraries, Moore actively worked towards
delivering his novel directly to his readers
rather than through the facilitation of the
libraries.
In more ways than financial, Moore
found ways to use the circulating libraries
industry’s own tactics against itself. Not
only was he able to curb their chance of
profiting from his work, but Moore also
used the very blacklisting of A Modern
Lover to advertise for his new works and
even reprints. The advertisement of A
Modern Lover began with “This book has
been placed in the Index Expurgatorius of
the Select Circulating Libraries of Messrs.
Mudie and W. H. Smith and Son” (qtd. in
Hough 5-6). Similar to the way that
sensationalism
boosted
sales
for
periodicals and newspapers, presenting A
Modern Lover as a blacklisted book further
boosted its popularity due to the reading
public’s general curiosity about things
restricted, illicit, or illegal.
One of Moore’s final efforts to
punish Mudie’s Select Library included
serializing his work in newspapers or
journals. Although circulating libraries
refused to accept his work, Moore
“arranged for serial publication in a
newspaper and accepted the additional
censorship that serial publication
demands” so that circulating libraries as

well as bookstores were required to sell
his work (Frierson 48). Since neither of
these institutions could ban newspapers,
“they could not logically ban a novel
published in a newspaper” (Frierson 49).
For Moore, this tactic was directed at
individuals such as Mudie who “declared
himself as being against all naturalistic
novels, and Moore at this time was still the
champion of naturalism” (Frierson 47).
Overall, Moore’s behavior after being
blacklisted was a passionate one dedicated
to the art of naturalism. Mudie was a
roadblock to Moore’s wish to present his
work in its entirety, even if not all parts of
the writing were appropriate. As Moore
once said, “A social or religious problem is
as necessary to the realistic artist as
disease is to the physician” (qtd. in
Frierson 52). Money was not the goal for
artists like Moore; he was more interested
in crafting an art that replicated real life
and all the behaviors and emotions that
went with it.
Moore made his official statement
on the tension between his novels and
Mudie’s Select Library within an 1885
pamphlet publication entitled “Literature
at Nurse or Circulating Morals.” For Moore,
libraries were a dictatorship led by Mudie,
a tradesman who decided “the most
delicate artistic questions” based on his
own personal disapproval of naturalistic
literature (Moore, “Literature”). Moore
made it clear that he was accepting of
criticism but not of criticism that was
based on the prejudice of a man who was
not qualified to evaluate artistic choice in
literature. Additionally, Moore noted that
artists should “no longer [be forced] to
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write with a view of helping parents and
guardians to bring up their charges in all
the
traditional
beliefs”
(Moore,
“Literature”). Moore agreed that children
should be provided with age appropriate
literature, but he also states that it is not
his responsibility to write in a way that
appeases parents and their parenting
styles. In general, a piece of literature
should not be held responsible for desires
or inhibitions that one already held but
chose to act upon of their own free will. At
the end of the pamphlet, Moore sought “to
appeal to the public to put an end to such
dictatorship, in a very practical way, by
withdrawing support from any library that
refuses to supply the books it desires to
read” (Moore, “Literature”). Unfortunately
for Moore, the overwhelming control of
the libraries within the grand scheme of
the publishing industry as well as the
media did not seem to apply to his call-toaction. Authors for the rest of the 1880s
and 1890s would continue to fight
censorship. Although many managed to
escape punishment, many would end up
being used as public examples of what
dangers were to come to those with
immoral thoughts, behaviors, and
writings.
A Mummer’s Wife and Humanity
Despite the issues that developed
from the publication of A Modern Lover,
Moore did not refrain from engaging in the
same naturalistic elements that allowed
this previous publication to be blacklisted.
A Mummer’s Wife may have “avoided the
intimacies of carnal relationship” and

provided “a moral, though naturalistic,
end,” but the behavior of the female
protagonist worried some over the
influence of reading (Frierson 47). In
general, the novel is about an unhappy
housewife named Kate Ede who leaves her
asthmatic and verbally abusive husband
for Mr. Dick Lennox, a man of the theatre
who is much more considerate of her
feelings and is more sexually appealing.
After joining Mr. Lennox’s theatrical group
as one of the lead performers, Kate begins
to develop a drinking problem in order to
cope with the guilt she bears from leaving
her husband. The development of Kate’s
alcoholism turns violent as she begins to
lash out at Mr. Lennox for fear that he does
not intend to marry her despite being
pregnant with his child. Kate’s drinking
only further fuels her emotional outbursts,
causing her to blindly attack Mr. Lennox
for supposedly cheating on her. By the end
of the novel, Kate’s ruined temperament
destroys her marriage, career, and her life,
eventually leading to her death as a
miserable drunk that the town sees as an
example of what happens when a woman
behaves immorally.
For those who did not see A
Mummer’s Wife as a type of lesson to those
with immoral inhibitions, Moore’s
description of Kate Ede’s situation tells the
story of a woman who is trapped within
the constraints of the life she has been
living. At the beginning of the novel, Kate
is a shop owner who is emotionally
struggling due to her demanding husband,
her overbearing mother-in-law, and her
responsibility in running her husband’s
sewing business. As early as Chapter 1, the
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characters are defined: “Mrs. Ede was
sturdy in defence of her prin-ciples [sic];
Mr. Ede was petulant and abusive; and
between the two Kate was blown about
like a feather in a storm” (Moore,
Mummer’s Ch. 1). Despite finding her only
relief in reading the romances from her
childhood, her mother-in-law chastises
her repeatedly despite Kate’s pleas for her
to be more reasonable with her. As Kate
becomes more and more attracted to Mr.
Lennox, the lodger from the theatre she
will eventually run away with, she
explodes on Mrs. Ede: “I don’t talk about
Christ as much as you, but He judges us by
our hearts and not by our words. You
would do well to humble yourself before
you come to preach to others” (Moore,
Mummer’s Ch. 8). This particular piece of
dialogue speaks to the hypocrisy of those
who urge the importance of morality to
others despite their own misdeeds.
Hypocrisy, therefore, is exposed via the
use of Mrs. Ede as a representation of a
faulty system of societal rules and
expectations; although many are punished
for engaging in immoral acts, those who
instill these rules and expectations in the
first place are engaging in the same deeds
without consequence. While many readers
of the time saw A Mummer’s Wife as a
lesson about what happens when a person
leads an immoral life, others saw this
novel as a critique of society’s
inconsistency of regulation and limitation
of individuality.
In addition to criticizing the
hypocrites of the fictional world as well as
the real world that it is based on, Kate’s
character presents the idea of one being

driven by one’s emotions rather than by
the dictation of society’s rules and
expectations. As a natural desire that
creates a tension with civilized society,
Kate struggles with what she wants and
what society tells her she needs to be.
Kate’s role as the dutiful wife has shown
her that she “had never truly loved [her
husband Ralph]” but that “his utter
dependence upon her had endeared him to
her” (Moore, Mummer’s Ch. 2). With Mr.
Lennox, though, Kate recognizes a type of
appreciation that she has never
experienced with her own husband or
even mother-in-law. As an outsider due to
his role in theater, Mr. Lennox’s appeal to
Kate encourages her to question what she
has been made to do and believe. Kate, for
example, recognizes that her marriage to
Ralph was dependent on her mother’s
wish for her to continue living a moral
lifestyle. Upon her reflection, Kate noticed
that “[of] love small mention was made”
and that the transition of maiden to wife
consisted of “an ample submission to
authority and an indifference to the world
and its interests” (Moore, Mummer’s Ch. 3).
Although much of this reflection is
downplayed through the third person
narration, the description of Kate’s
experiences describes how a person’s
emotional needs and wants are
disregarded for restricted regularity. Not
only did Kate and Ralph’s marriage
guarantee a greater chance of a moral life
for Kate’s mother and mother-in-law, but
it also correctly abided by society’s
expectation of the traditional family and
the gender roles Kate and Ralph were
expected to fulfill.
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The
lack
of
emotional
consideration for Kate eventually reaches
a point where Kate feels inclined to leave
behind her life of sadness. With her
emotions disregarded by both her
husband and mother-in-law, Kate is
vulnerable to the advances of her lodger
Mr. Lennox, who actively voices his
appreciation for her beauty, hard work,
and talent. For instance, one of the first
things that Kate realized about Mr. Lennox
was how he “was, in a word, human, and
this attracted all that was human in you.
The intelligence counted for nothing; his
charm lay in his humanity” (Moore,
Mummer’s Ch. 4). In a sense, Kate has been
recognized not just as an individual with
feelings, wants, and needs but as a human
being deserving of respect and admiration.
While Ralph was ungrateful for the wifely
duties that Kate did for him, Mrs. Ede was
repeatedly disrespectful to Kate in her
own home; Mr. Lennox, on the other hand,
recognized her as a genuine person. Even
so, Kate could not rid herself of feeling like
she had betrayed her obligations to Ralph
and Mrs. Ede. Although she chose to run
away in the hopes of a better life with Mr.
Lennox, she worried incessantly about
how her actions affected her relationship
with God. Months after leaving her old life
behind, Kate notes to Mr. Lennox that she
knows she “has been very wicked” and is
“sure to be punished for it” by God (Moore,
Mummer’s Ch. 17). She cannot help but feel
guilty for leaving Ralph and Mrs. Ede
without a word, but she also knows that
she could not resist following Mr. Lennox
when she had finally learned what it
meant to be truly loved. Unfortunately for

Kate, the naturalistic basis for this
particular novel entitles her to a realistic
ending that is the product of the tension
between society’s expectations and her
own desires.
A Mummer’s Wife and Naturalism
As a book that spoke of adultery,
many became concerned with how Kate
was portrayed as“[t]he stereotype of a
woman who gorged herself on romances
as though they were boxes of sugarplums,
at first deliciously palatable but
increasingly inducing an unhealthy, sickly
saturation” (Flint 23). In her early
childhood, Kate is described as having a
deep passion for reading romances; this
passion, in her mother’s eyes, was a “sinful
waste of time” that threatened “her
daughter’s salvation” (Moore, Mummer’s
Ch. 3). This particular belief, which is also
represented in Kate’s mother-in-law,
represents the group of individuals who
saw non-religious texts to be a distraction
from religious practices and to be a threat
to one’s moral being entirely. Although the
religious fervor of evangelists and their
“strict evangelical censorship had
softened by the mid-century (Flint 14-15),
the idea of morality was still a topic that
many still used to judge the quality of a
novel that relied on realism or naturalism.
For many critics and readers, Moore’s use
of “Zolean vivisection seemed shockingly
prurient and wholly antithetical to the
Victorian belief that the novel should be
morally educative” (Patterson). Based on
the writings of French naturalist Émile
Zola, the term “Zolean vivisection” is
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Moore's own dissection and use of Zola's
techniques, such as focusing on
“determinism, or the belief that character,
temperament, and, ultimately, behaviour
are determined by the forces of heredity,
environment, and historical moment; and
the experimental method, which entails
the objective recording of precise data in
controlled conditions” (Berg). By focusing
on a character who actively engages in
adultery, has a multitude of emotional
outbursts, and consumes excessive
amounts of alcohol because of the
dissatisfaction she has with her domestic
life, Moore worked against the assumption
that the Victorians should strive to be
upstanding citizens of the civilized world.
For some readers, though, Kate Ede
served as a warning to those who
consumed literary material instead of
engaging in more spiritual works rather
than an encouragement to engage in
immoral acts. Becoming a homeless drunk
by the end of the novel, “Kate’s physical
failure affords the author a chance to
indulge in clinical accounts of physiology
decay” (Chaikin 30). As a type of causeand-effect situation, Moore demonstrated
how an upstanding woman who engages
in immoral behavior will subsequently
become a tortured soul destined to bear
her own faults in a brutal and unbecoming
way. Although Moore is known as “a
crusader against prudery and moral
censorship,” he was not against “certain
high moral absolutes being part of the
nature of art” (Graham 74). As a naturalist,
Moore’s intentions in writing weren’t to
necessarily argue that immoral ideas and
behaviors should be holistically accepted

but rather that characters should be used
“for their moral as well as their social
significance” without impeding on the
elements of realism or naturalism
(Graham 74). Moore’s need to be heard
was due to his need for his art to be
representative of the world around him,
scars and all.
The tension between naturalism
and morality within A Mummer’s Wife was
a subject that critics heavily focused on
even if they observed Moore’s works as a
type of moral lesson. As noted by J. A.
Nobel in 1885, the “special moral teaching
in Moore’s A Mummer’s Wife” displays a
“moral nature [that] is exposed to
contamination by prolonged imaginative
companionship with the very evil against
which the moral warning is directed” (qtd.
in Graham 79). While critics were able to
recognize the moral significance of an
immoral character as Kate Ede, they were
not convinced that readers would reject
behaviors such as Kate’s. Kate’s situation,
therefore, becomes the very result of what
happens when someone reads imaginative
romances that engage in acts such as
adultery while also becoming the reason
why some readers might engage in those
acts. Moore was highly invested in a
natural storytelling that focused on “the
rich accumulation of factual particulars,”
but very few English novelists, in Moore’s
opinion, seemed willing “to learn that life
is neither jocular nor melodramatic”
(Hough 168). Writing a story based on real
life would be less likely to be challenged
based on the facts of reality, but it still did
not keep individuals from protesting
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about the parts of life they did not want to
recognize as part of their civilized society.
Case Study of Oscar Wilde
Known as a playwright, poet, and
author, Oscar Wilde’s reputation as a
flamboyant Dandy has heavily impacted
the way that people read and criticize his
work. For many scholars, it is difficult to
effectively evaluate Wilde’s works without
considering how he carried himself in
society with his extravagant dress and
egotistical attitude. Even so, Wilde became
a point of contention between critics due
to the many different roles he played
throughout his life. Schmidgall believes
that part of Wilde’s devotion to
impersonation related to his need to
conceal his homosexuality, allowing him to
“[hone] his skills as a speaker through
masks” within his entire personality
(Schmidgall 21). In many ways, Wilde’s
multi-faceted persona encouraged several
members of the English middleclass to
believe that “he was Not One of Us,”
further ostracizing Wilde since it seemed
that “[n]o class in Victorian society
unreservedly embraced him” (Schmidgall
35). As an outsider (especially in terms of
his Irish heritage, lifestyle choices, and
sexuality), Wilde easily became the target
of public ridicule in regard to morality.
Despite writing ”An artist should create
beautiful things, but should put nothing of
his own life in them,” Wilde’s own
creations would be used against him in a
court of law to arrest him for “gross
indecency” (Picture 25). As this example
shows, Wilde’s confident attitude about

being an outlier of the traditional
Gentleman or Dandy only encouraged
people to look down upon him and his
works.
Nevertheless, Wilde did not back
down from his right to create his art as he
so desired; whether or not others
considered his work inappropriate and/or
immoral was none of his concern. For
Wilde, “[t]he moral life of man forms part
of the subject-matter of the artist, but the
morality of art consists in the perfect use
of an imperfect genre. No artist desires to
prove anything. Even things that are true
can be proved” (Picture 17). In general,
Wilde was more concerned with being a
true artist rather than being the gentleman
that society so desperately needed him to
be; authenticity was much more important
than being what society believed he
should be. Dedicated to the Aesthetic
Movement and the idea of “art for art’s
sake,” Wilde’s need to represent the
emotions and desires of human beings in a
realistic manner became one of his
primary goals in his writing. Although
supernatural or fantastical elements
would occasionally play a role in his short
stories, poems, and plays, the foundation
of each work focused on the aesthetic of
art being something that can be reflected
on “without recourse to personal,
judgmental commentary” (Murfin and Ray
5). Despite Wilde’s personal beliefs
pertaining to the construction of his
writing, many critics were still very harsh
about the way Wilde portrayed morality,
which ended up playing a crucial role in
the publication of his most famous works,
The Picture of Dorian Gray.
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Oscar Wilde and Publication
As one of the forerunners of the
newly revamped Aesthetic Movement17,
Wilde’s personality and overtly decadent
persona became the subject of ridicule
from many periodicals such as Punch,
known for being “the supreme humor
magazine of the day and incubator of
Victorian middle-class morality and
artistic tastes” (Schmidgall 44). Much of
the ridicule directed towards Wilde can be
described as a type of discrimination
directed more towards his effeminate
behaviors and Irish heritage rather than
his artistic craft, although journals were
not against criticizing his works either.
Punch’s mockery of artists who took part
in the Aesthetic movement began to
resemble Wildean commentary in 1880,
where a couple is displayed discussing
their blue china, a reference to Wilde’s
comment “I find it harder and harder
every day to live up to my blue china” (qtd.
in Schmidgall 52) (See Figure 4). Wilde’s
first outright appearance in Punch did not
occur until 1881, months before the
publication of Poems, where the
stereotypical Dandy began to look more
and more like Wilde (Schmidgall 52). As
such, Wilde became the primary ridiculed
figure for the Aesthetic Movement, being
displayed in a variety of literal and
“pseudonymous
composites,
most
famously the poet Postlethwaite and the
17

The fourth edition of the Bedford Glossary of
Critical and Literary Terms specifically references
Oscar Wilde in its definition of Aestheticism, citing
Wilde’s The Decay of Lying (1889) “expresses some
of the attitude of Aestheticism through a character

Figure 4. du Maurier, George. The SixMark Tea-Pot, 1880.

Figure 5. du Maurier, George. The Mutual Admirationalists,
1880.

painter Maudle” (Schmidgall 45) (See
Figure 5). Wilde only escaped the critical
and satirical eyes of magazines such as
Punch upon his imprisonment, where the
named Cyril”. The reference pertains to Cyril’s
discussion of art, stating “Art never expresses
anything but itself. [...] So far from being the creation
of its own time, it is usually in direct opposition to it,
and the only history that is preserves for us is the
history of its own progress” (Murfin and Ray 5).
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public eye no longer saw his crimes as a
source of profitable entertainment.
Although Wilde’s involvement in
print media began early in his career due
to his celebrity status, Wilde’s first
experience with censorship from the
media began with the publication of The
Picture of Dorian Gray within a monthly
magazine named Lippincott’s. After
consulting with a handful of advisors, J. M.
Stoddart, the managing editor of the
magazine, had approximately fivehundred words censored from the
publication on July 20th, 1890 in order “to
mute the homo- and heterosexual content”
(“Picture”). Out of the 40+ deletions and
alterations made, one of these changes
included the replacement of “Why is it that
every young man that you take up seems
to come to grief, to go to the bad at once?”
with “Why is your friendship so fateful to
young men?” in Chapter 10 (Wilde and
Frankel, “Textual” 259). Another set of
changes included the replacement or
deletion of words in Chapter 9, such as
“Lust,” “courtezans,” “guilty lover,” and
“harlot” (Wilde and Frankel, “Textual”
259). Contrary to the changes already
made, W. H. Smith & Son refused to stock
the July edition of Lippincott’s due to the
sexual undertones that continued
throughout
the
novel
(“Picture”).
Frustrated with the manner in which a
select number of publishers, circulating
libraries, and bookstores refused to stock
his work based on personal ideas of
morality, Wilde issued a heavily edited
version of the novel in 1891 with
additional chapters to obscure sexual
undertones as well as “a new ‘Preface’ by

Wilde, arguing for the separation of
artistic and moral judgements” (“Picture”).
The publication of The Picture of Dorian
Gray was “a best-seller and an object of
frenzied critical attention” upon its
original publication in Lippincott’s
(Freedman 250). As Robert Ross, a friend
and eventual literary executor of Wilde,
reported to Wilde, “eighty copies of
Lippincott’s were sold in one day by a book
seller in the Strand, where usually three
copies were sold in a week” (Beckson 8).
Contrary to the economic success
of some of his works, Wilde continued to
be heavily sensationalized and mocked in
the media by those who strongly disagreed
with his moral views and lifestyle. As an
1890 review in the Scots Observer noted,
“It is not made sufficiently clear that the
writer does not prefer a life of unnatural
inquiry to a life of cleanliness, health, and
sanity” (qtd. In Doody 36). In response,
“Wilde defended the story and his position
as artist, pointing out ‘the unpardonable
crime of trying to confuse the artist with
his subject matter’” (Doody 36).
Maintaining his opinion on the aesthetics
of art, Wilde’s frustration with the critic’s
inability to accurately interpret art
resulted in the publication of “The Critic as
Artist” (1890). Within this text, Wilde is
described as forcing “the class responsible
for the morality that so aggravated him—
the middle class—[to feel] his withering
scorn” (Schmidgall 35).
Wilde’s
interpretation of the criticism towards his
works pertained to a lack of imagination,
and a poor sense of humor of the English
people. In a letter to a friend following his
release from prison (a discussion that will
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take place in the following section), Wilde
notes, “Isn’t it comic, Frank, the way the
English talk of the ‘open door’ while their
doors are always locked and barred and
bolted, even their church doors? Yet it is
not hypocrisy in them; they simply cannot
see themselves as they are; they have no
imagination” (qtd. in Schmidgall 35). As
Wilde discusses, the taxonomical nature of
Victorian views on morality results in
confusion because the patriarchal view of
morality punishes those they claim to be
saving from immorality. Not only is this
mindset counterproductive, but it also
keeps people from recognizing that they
are being hypercritical of characteristics
they, too, hold as human beings. The main
problem that Wilde had with people
critiquing his work was the manner in
which they criticized the author rather
than the work they claimed to be
reviewing. It is not a surprise, then, that
Wilde would be publicly shamed for his
behavior five years following the
publication of The Picture of Dorian Gray.
The Wilde Trials of 1895
Along with the sensationalism that
Wilde encountered based on his
involvement in the Aesthetic Movement,
his decadent personality, and the morality
(or lack thereof) within his one and only
18

Under the Labouchère Amendment of 1885, UK
Parliament made all homosexual acts illegal. The
term “gross indecency” is used to include more
homosexual acts than just buggery (i.e. sodomy),
which was the only illegal homosexual act up until
the pass of the Labouchère Amendment (“1885
Labouchere Amendment”).
19
John Douglas was the 9th Marquess of
Queensbury, a rank of European nobility that, in

novel, periodicals sensationalized the
Wilde Trials of 1895 based on “gross
indecency.”18 Consisting of a total of three
trials, Wilde’s legal turmoils provided
plenty of material for the news media to
publish and comment on. The first trial
was a libel case set against John Douglas,
the Marquess of Queensbury19 and the
father of his well-known lover Lord Alfred
Douglas (Schmidgall 185). Angered by the
Marquess of Queensbury’s verbal abuse
and homophobic slander, Lord Alfred
Douglas encouraged Wilde to file a suit
against his father. The second trial was
based on twenty-five counts of gross
indecency brought against Wilde and
another individual, which did not reach a
verdict (Schmidgall 185). The most
prominent of the three was the third trial,
where Wilde was successfully tried and
convicted on eight counts of “gross
indecency” (Schmidgall 185). The legal
battle between Wilde and the Marquess of
Queensbury was much more heavily
elevated in the eyes of the media due to
their social statuses. Based on Wilde’s
relationship with the Marquess of
Queensbury’s son, many historians see
Wilde as being “sacrificed to protect the
establishment, namely to protect Douglas,
but Rosenbury20 [sic] also” (Dellamora
211). Prosecuting Wilde meant protecting
modern times, is “immediately below a duke and
above a count, or earl” (“Marquess”).
20
Rosenbury (actually spelled as Rosebery) refers to
Archibald Primrose (1847-1929), the 5th Earl of
Rosebury and the Prime Minister of the United
Kingdom from 1894 to 1895 (“Archibald”). Although
there is little to no proof of Rosebury having
homosexual affairs, it is alluded to based on
comments made by John Douglas (Dellamora 202).
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the foundation of patriarchal society and
those who were in control of it.
While it is obvious that homosexual
interactions occurred during the Victorian
era (as can be seen in events such as the
Cleveland Street Scandal of 1890), the
purpose of singling out Wilde specifically
was “to separate the gentleman from the
dandies, to retrench, to generate scandals,
and to expel embarassments like Wilde”
(Dellamora 208). These views were held
by several members of Parliament,
specifically that of Henry Labouchère, the
creator of the Labouchère Amendment of
1885. Labouchère saw “Wilde’s dandyism
[as] a smear on aristocratic manliness,” no
different than “the deviant sexual
practices of ‘Snob Queers like Rosenbury
[sic]’” (Dellamora 202). For Labouchère,
and most likely other members of
Parliament, “[Labouchère’s] vivid public
presence in the same world in which
aristocratic and upper-class ‘queers’
circulated fed his ‘highly developed
aversions to homosexuality” (Dellamora
202). Wilde was not only guilty of
homosexual acts, but he was guilty of
being open and proud about his lifestyle in
a world that did not tolerate behavior that
went against the patriarchal norm.
The Picture of Dorian Gray
First published in 1890, The Picture
of Dorian Gray tells the story of a young
man named Dorian Gray who makes a fatal
21

The term “unspeakable” refers to the Victorian
practice of refraining from discussing topics seen as
immoral or inappropriate for conversation. Although
this could pertain to anything sexual, the
“unspeakable” in the context of Wilde’s The Picture

wish upon his portrait to stay young
forever. Despite the various textual
changes made throughout the years, the
novel primarily focuses on Dorian’s
interactions with Basil Hallward, an artist,
and
Lord
Henry
Wotton,
an
upperclassman obsessed with indulgence.
Although the text only “alludes to details,
situations, and events that connote
homosexuality, Dorian lives not in a
homosexual subculture but rather in what
Sedgwick might term a male homosocial
environment” (Dellamora 208). Ironically,
the presence of a male homosocial
environment that relied on “the emergent
middle-class homophobic culture of ‘male
bonding’” only seems to further hint at
“the unspeakable”21 (Dellamora 94). The
Picture of Dorian Gray appears on the
surface level to be in accordance with the
patriarchal
views
of
homosocial
environments, but various comments
made throughout the novel allude to
behaviors that the Victorians would most
likely refer to as uncivilized. Early on in the
novel, Henry tells Dorian, “The only way to
get rid of temptation is to yield to it. Resist
it, and your soul grows sick with longing
for the things it has forbidden to itself,
with desire for what [your soul’s]
monstrous laws have made monstrous
and unlawful” (Wilde, Picture 29). Not only
does this quotation directly address how
laws limit the natural desire of temptation,
but it encourages the individual to give in
of Dorian Gray is homosexuality. The idea of the
“unspeakable love,” therefore, is in reference to love
that is not accepted in traditional patriarchal society.
Once again, this is in reference to homosexual
attraction.
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to the very thing that they are encouraged
to ignore. The idea of the soul (or the
brain) dictating monstrous laws refers to
the individual’s own submission to
society’s beliefs of morality, implying that
the soul is suffering due to its own selfpolicing. Most likely part of Wilde’s own
opinion, giving in to temptation “would
transcend the savage animality of simple
procreative experience with spiritual,
passionate, and sensual aestheticism”
(Clark 153).
Although Wilde was not outright
with commentary about homosexuality
and desire, he most certainly alluded to his
views on the matter. In response to the
comment Lord Henry makes, Dorian
replies, “Stop! [...] stop! you bewilder me. I
don’t know what to say. There is some
answer to you, but I cannot find it. Don’t
speak. Let me think. Or, rather, let me try
not to think” (Wilde, Picture 29). By
attempting to remain ignorant of what it
means to give in to temptation, Dorian is
instead inadvertently allowing himself to
reflect on how he has dealt with his own
wants and desires throughout his life. Lord
Henry’s
commentary
on
Dorian’s
awakening only continues to encourage
Dorian to evaluate himself: “The moment I
met you I saw you were quite unconscious
of what you really are, of what you really
might be” (Wilde, Picture 32). Although the
discussion of desire is made evident
through the various references to
temptation and indulgence, the presence
of homosexuality is only hinted at through
ambiguous phrasing such as “what you
really are” and “what you really might be.”
If this passage was strictly in reference to

heterosexual desire, the questioning of
what Dorian is would not be applicable
because sexual desire between men and
women was normal and expected within
the constraints of marriage. People who
felt homosexual desire were specifically
labelled as homosexuals, queers, and
sodomites in order to separate them from
their heterosexual peers. Lord Henry’s
insistence on knowing what Dorian is that
he himself is unaware of can, therefore, be
seen as Dorian’s own ignorance of his
homosexual desire and attraction.
Comments such as these function as
undertones throughout the novel, but
their presence points to a revelation of the
self that people in Wilde’s Victorian
society actively felt and oftentimes
ignored.
Under the guise of homosocial
bonding, Dorian Gray and Basil Hallward
portray a relationship that is very onesided due to the need to silence
homosexual desires. Basil’s idolatry of
Dorian bounces back and forth between an
artistic appreciation and genuine physical
attraction, a tension that is apparent from
the very beginning of the novel. “I will not
bare my soul to their [the public’s] prying
eyes,” Basil tells Lord Henry, “My heart
shall never be put under the microscope.
There is too much of myself in the thing,
Harry— too much of myself!” (Wilde,
Picture 24-25). Wilde’s depiction of Basil’s
obsession as a result of his idolization of
Dorian is further underlined with
homoerotic emotion when Lord Henry
replies, “What you have told me is quite a
romance, a romance of art one might call
it, and the worst of having a romance of
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any kind is that it leaves one so
unromantic” (Wilde, Picture 25). This
particular interaction between Basil and
Lord Henry alludes to the popular
discourse surrounding homosexuality
during the Victorian era; as a type of love
deemed as “the unspeakable,” homosexual
emotions and behaviors must be hidden
and deemed as nothing more than a
general appreciation. While Basil’s
commentary portrays the fear behind
potentially revealing a person’s sexuality,
Lord Henry’s points out the idea that
homosexual feelings are romantic until a
person realizes what it means to love
someone, particularly someone who is
unobtainable.
As a relationship between two men,
Basil and Dorian’s friendship can best be
described as a type of domination
influenced by the traditional male role of
the gentleman. Described via a painting
analogy, Allen suggests that Basil serves
the role of “the viewing object” and
“Dorian the suggestive object” (117).
Beginning with chapter one, Basil
describes his first interaction with Dorian
to be that of suggestive eye contact:
“Suddenly I found myself face to face with
the young man whose personality had so
strangely stirred me. We were quite close,
almost touching. Our eyes met again”
(Wilde, Picture 22). Since Basil and Dorian
both fill the roles of men, the dominating
force in a patriarchal society, their
“relation demonstrates the continual
reversibility of the positions of subject and
object in the scopic economy” (Allen 117).
While a woman would be considered the
suggestive object due to her inferior role in

society, the man would be seen as the
viewing object since he maintains
domination with his visual control of the
situation. By replacing the feminine role
with that of another man, this analogy
becomes a representation of how the
unspeakable act of homosexuality
manages to be seen visually rather than
verbally. The complexity of this scenario,
though, becomes apparent when the male
who assumes the role of the suggestive
object also maintains the power to make
the original viewing object a suggestive
object as well. The suggestion of equal
viewing implies that each man is as
capable of dominance as much as
subordination, further implying that the
polarity of gender roles is not conducive to
individual needs, wants, or desires. As
such, the relationship between Dorian,
Basil, and Lord Henry is an example of how
human behavior should not be strictly
dictated based on someone’s gender since
all behavior is inherently human whether
or not it fits into society’s definition of
appropriate behavior.
Between Dorian, Basil, and Lord
Henry, the most extreme of all the
characters is that of the indulgent and
critical Lord Henry. Despite begging Lord
Henry to neither meet Dorian nor spoil his
innocence, Lord Henry does exactly that.
After a discussion about indulgence and
the senses in the garden, Dorian cannot
help but think “he felt afraid of him, and
ashamed of being afraid. Why had it been
left for a stranger to reveal him to
himself?” (Wilde, Picture 31). Allen
describes homosexual desire as a type of
visual dominance and subordination that,
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within The Picture of Dorian Gray, suggests
“fluidity, the ‘flowing in’ of the other into
the self and a resulting liquidity of
identity” (121). As such, Lord Henry’s
influence upon Dorian results in a state of
confusion of who he truly is; by revealing
his own hedonistic desires and
philosophies, Lord Henry has purposefully
given Dorian ideas that his own mind most
likely would not have suggested to him.
For example, Lord Henry tells Dorian the
following: “There is no such thing as a
good influence, Mr. Gray. All influence is
immoral—immoral from the scientific
point of view. [...] Because to influence a
person is to give him one’s own soul. He
does not think his natural thoughts or
burn with his natural passions. His virtues
are not real to him” (Wilde, Picture 28).
Aware of the influence he has on others,
Lord Henry allows his beliefs to make an
impression upon the innocent mind of
Dorian. This type of exchange is one that
many worried about in terms of the novel,
where “fiction was regarded as
particularly suspect: likely to influence
and adversely, to stimulate ambition and
desires, to corrupt” (Flint 13). The
correlation between the fears of fiction
and those same fears (i.e. influence, desire,
corruption) being questioned in The
Picture of Dorian Gray suggests the
criticism of the novel’s morality as
inevitable.
By the end of the novel, the various
situations that Basil, Dorian, and Lord
Henry find themselves in appear to reflect
Victorian opinions on immorality and
homosexuality. Basil, after viewing the
portrait of Dorian that has borne all of his

sins, is murdered by the one man he
idolized. Dorian becomes ashamed of his
sins and attempts to rid himself of his
portrait, inadvertently killing himself.
Lord Henry appears to remain unscathed
besides the fact that his wife runs off with
another man. Although the primary
immoral character meets an end that some
readers would find satisfying, the death of
Basil and the relaxed state of Lord Henry is
much more complicated. For Basil, it could
be argued that his borderline homosexual
idolatry of Dorian is the cause of his death,
further supporting the fear that
homosocial bonding had the potential to
dissolve “into a coded form of the
homosexual” (Allen 121). For Lord Henry,
the true instigator of Dorian and Basil’s
downfall, he loses the dominance he held
over his spouse as the patriarchal head of
household. With his decadent and
philosophical demeanor, Lord Henry does
not seem terribly bothered by the fact that
he could not fulfill the Victorian
expectation of controlling one’s wife. Upon
discussing the absence of his wife, Lord
Henry tells Dorian, “The man with whom
my wife ran away played Chopin
exquisitely. Poor Victoria! I was very fond
of her. The house is rather lonely without
her. Of course married life is merely a
habit, a bad habit” (Wilde, Picture 159).
Lord Henry’s absorption into aesthetics
and decadence provides him a level of
indifference
that
renders
the
consequences of losing his wife ineffective.
Although the majority of Victorian society
would see the loss of control over one’s
wife as a failure caused by a lack of
masculine drive, Lord Henry instead
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criticizes marriage by downplaying the
unification of matrimony as a habit that
one falls into. As an expectation of
Victorian society, Lord Henry alludes to
the idea that marriage is something people
do simply because it is required of them to
maintain their reputation as proper
Gentlemen and Angels in the House. The
idea of The Picture of Dorian Gray holding
a positive influence on morality, therefore,
is complicated by how Lord Henry is not
truly punished for his role in being the
indirect cause of Basil’s and Dorian’s
deaths. This complexity, though, is
foreshadowed by Dorian in chapter
eighteen, where he reminds himself that
“[i]n the common world of fact the wicked
were not punished, nor the good
rewarded” (Wilde, Picture 151). Despite
being a devoted member of the Aesthetic
Movement, Wilde himself was aware of the
bleak view that not everyone receives the
credit, or punishment, that they deserve.
In
general,
Wilde’s
own
understanding of the complex relationship
among these three men is highlighted by
what he understood his own personality to
be. In a letter to an acquaintance named
Philip Houghton, Wilde wrote “Basil
Hallward is what I think I am: Lord Henry
what the world think me: Dorian what I
would like to be— in other ages, perhaps”
(Schmidgall 22). Based on Wilde’s own
understanding of the three primary
characters of The Picture of Dorian Gray,
Wilde’s work as an artist concealing his
illicit desires was problematic for him. He
understood that people saw him as the
highly critical and carefree Lord Henry but
wished to be youthful and free like Dorian.

By creating three characters with various
levels of understanding of sexuality,
vanity, and indulgence, Wilde appears to
be attempting to break down and analyze
the various characteristics that Victorian
society was most critical of.
Although Wilde sought to break down
these elements, the lack of opacity causes
Wilde to end the novel in mystery,
“implying that sexuality has no clear
meaning, no answer” (Allen 135). The lack
of a moral ending for Lord Henry could
also be seen in this same manner, implying
that a person’s understanding of right and
wrong is also elusive and unclear. Basil is
guilty of homosexual desire, Dorian
indulges himself to the detriment of
others, and Lord Henry ignores how his
behavior negatively influences others, and
yet, there is no clear reason why
consequences are so unevenly distributed
among the three of them. As such, Allen
argues that “[Wilde’s] techniques for
restraining the anarchic potential of
homosexual desire fail, and the novel
collapses into incoherence” (109). This
incoherence is a result of Wilde’s attempt
to discuss homosexuality through small
hints and details despite it being a topic
highly criticized on the basis of morality by
the Victorian public and media. The
complexity of Wilde’s understanding of his
own sexuality cannot easily be translated
into the written word, allowing
homosexuality to continue to be an
unspeakable act.
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Conclusion
In general, the complexity of the
Victorian publishing industry is further
impacted by societal expectations of what
constituted as moral and immoral. Whether
discussing morality in terms of moral
expectations or sexual deviance, the primary
Victorian belief of conformity as a safety
mechanism for patriarchal society negatively
impacted an individual’s needs, wants, and
desires. The additional use of print media to
further imply societal expectations only
further dictated what leaders of publishing
houses, circulating libraries, and periodicals
felt were appropriate behaviors. Writers were
not required to adhere to the expectations of
these various institutions, but many felt
obligated to censor themselves based on
financial need or to build their reputations
before making demands that more notable
writers were able to request. Even so, notable
writers such as George Moore and Oscar
Wilde were still heavily criticized for the
content of their writings. Implicating
themselves through subtle hints of adultery
and homoeroticism in their works, Moore and
Wilde respectively advocated for the artist’s
right to construct literature that represented
the world in a realistic manner, particularly
that in terms of emotion and desire. As such,
blacklisting and censoring literature such as
Moore’s and Wilde’s only further served the
purpose of showing the general public the
consequences of those who acted in immoral
ways. Although the understanding of the role
of the Victorian publishing industry on basic
societal
conventions
is
thoroughly
complicated, the role it played most certainly
influenced society in such a way as to limit a
person’s emotional and physical desires.
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